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Quality of Service Routing and Admission Control for Mobile Ad-hoc Networks with a Contention-based MAC Layer L. Hanzo (II.) and R. Tafazolli Centre for Communication Systems Research (CCSR), University of Surrey, UK. Email: {L.Hanzo, R.Tafazolli}@surrey.ac.uk



Abstract— In mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), accurate throughput-constrained Quality of Service (QoS) routing and admission control have proven difficult to achieve, mainly due to node mobility and contention for channel access. In this paper we propose a solution to those problems, utilising the Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol for basic routing. Our design considers the throughput requirements of data sessions and how these are affected by protocol overheads and contention between nodes. Furthermore, in contrast to previous work, the time wasted at the MAC layer by collisions and channel access delays, is also considered. Simulation results show that in a stationary scenario with high offered load, and at the cost of increased routing overhead, our protocol more than doubles session completion rate (SCR) and reduces average packet delay by a factor of seven compared to classic DSR. Even in a highly mobile scenario, it can double SCR and cut average packet delay to a third.



I. I NTRODUCTION A Quality of Service (QoS) routing protocol [1] is paramount in providing QoS assurances in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) [2]. Assured throughput is typically of vital concern to QoS-sensitive applications [1] and is often deemed the most critical QoS metric. In this paper, we describe our new throughput-constrained QoS routing protocol utilising the basic routing functions of the dynamic source routing protocol (DSR) [3] and the 802.11 distributed coordination function (DCF) [4] as the underlying medium access control (MAC) mechanism. Owing to a lack of space, this short version of the paper offers only a terse description of our work. The document’s structure is as follows: Section II provides some background and discusses previous work in the literature, followed by Section III, which describes our QoS routing protocol design and the application layer traffic source we developed. Section IV briefly presents our simulation model and main results. Finally, we summarise and conclude in Section V. II. BACKGROUND
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In order to provide throughput assurances to application data sessions, the routing protocol must estimate the achievable throughput on the routes it discovers. Such estimates can be made far more accurate with the aid of the MAC layer, via cross-layer signaling.
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Fig. 1. The assumed frequency reuse pattern model: the carrier-sense range (cs-range) of nodes (2R) is twice their transmission range (R). Nodes inside the cs-range of a node are termed its cs-neighbours. Nodes further than 2R apart may transmit simultaneously.



In the 802.11 DCF, the fraction of the total channel capacity available to a node depends on the fraction of time the channel in its carrier sensing range (cs-range) is idle (a scheme employed in works such as [5]). This in turn depends on its current traffic, as well as the traffic load at nodes in its cs-range. In previous works [5], [6], the model shown in Figure 1 was employed for defining the cs-range. The achievable throughput at each node is given by the minimum of the locally available capacities of its cs-neighbours, since that is the amount of traffic that can be admitted without violating the requirements of previously admitted sessions [5]. To predict a data session’s actual channel capacity requirement, both the protocol overhead and the mutual channel contention between nodes on a route must be taken into account. In [5], the following formula is employed for calculating the 802.11 DCF’s overhead contribution per data packet: f



=



LDIF S + LRT S + LCT S + LData + LData LM AChdr + LIP hdr + LAck + 3LSIF S + (1) LData



where f is the weighting factor that must be applied to a session’s throughput requirement, b. The values LRT S , LCT S , LAck , LM AChdr , LIP hdr and LData represent the length, in bytes, of the Ready-to-Send (RTS), Clear-toSend (CTS) and acknowledgement (Ack) MAC control frames, MAC and IP headers and the data packets, respectively. Furthermore, LDIF S and LSIF S represent the number of bytes that could be transmitted during a DCF inter-frame space (DIFS) and short inter-frame space (SIFS). Let the session’s augmented throughput requirement be B = bf bps. Then, the channel capacity
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consumed by the session at node i is [5]: Ci = B |(P \d) ∩ Ni |



(2)



where P is the set of nodes on the path used by the session, Ni is the set of cs-neighbours of i, d is the destination (receiver only) node and \ is the exclusion operator. Please refer to [5] for further background. III. C ONTENTION -AWARE Q O S-DSR A. Route discovery and maintenance DSR was selected as the base for our protocol because of its route caching features and because source routing allows sessions to be pinned to particular routes once their achievable throughput has been deemed adequate [5]. The 802.11 code was edited to sample the channel state (idle/busy) an arbitrary number of times per second, to yield an estimation of TIi , the idle time per second at node i (akin to [5]). Then, the available channel capacity at node i is Cfi = TIi β , where β is the total raw channel capacity. We also record the channel usage of i in bps, Cui . The routing protocol is informed of Cfi and Cui . We modified DSR’s Route Request (RReq) packet [3] to include the requesting session’s throughput requirement B (introduced above) when a route for a QoSsensitive sessions is sought. Each intermediate node (i) must test that Cfi ≥ Ci , using (2) before forwarding the RReq. However, while the route is being discovered, only a subset of P is known. In our protocol, each forwarding node i appends its QoS state, consisting of Cfi and Cui to the RReq packet as part of the discovered route. When the source receives the route reply, it can calculate the bottleneck throughput on the path, CPb using:   C fi ,i ∈ P (3) CPb = min |(P \d) ∩ Ni | where |(P \d) ∩ Ni | is the number of contending transmitter nodes at a point in the path. See Section III-C.1 for a description of the second SAC stage. To deal with route failures, we make use of the fact that DSR caches all routes to a destination, which are learned via listening to the channel or through route discovery. When selecting a replacement route for an already admitted session, we assume there is insufficient time for a complete SAC test (Section III-C.1). Therefore, the route with the highest bottleneck throughput (calculated using (3)) is selected instead. Since all data packets contain a source route, which contains the source node’s view of the intermediate nodes’ QoS states, the intermediate nodes send QoS state update packets (defined by us) to maintain fresh values in the source node’s route cache. Sequence numbers are used to determine the relative freshness of QoS state updates. If there are no



alternative routes in the cache, a new route discovery must be initiated. B. Capacity wastage The time and hence channel capacity wasted due to deferring transmission, backoff, and collisions in the 802.11 DCF, was not considered in previously published QoS routing solutions such as [5], [6]. Our preliminary simulations showed that the resulting capacity wastage thereof, can be significant. Whether a node is backing off, or deferring, the delay before transmission is: t d = Ts (α (mod w)), where Ts = 2SIF S is one backoff slot time, α is a uniformly distributed random integer  15 1, 2 , and w is the contention window size, which has an initial value of 31 [4]. Therefore, the average value of td is 15.5Ts . Since, for each packet, a node will either defer the transmission or back off at least once, we add 15.5Ts as a further term in the numerator of (1). Secondly, we consider the capacity wasted due to collisions. According to [7], assuming that w is constant, as opposed to doubling according to the exponential backoff algorithm of 802.11 [4], the transmission probability of a node in any time slot Ts , is: 2 pt = (4) w+1 1 in our case. Next, we note that the which equates to 16 collision probability, pcj , of node j , is the probability that it transmits and at least one other node in its csneighbourhood deems the channel idle and transmits in the same time slot [7]. Equation (4) also assumes that all nodes always have a packet ready for transmission. However, in our case, this is not true, and therefore we multiply transmission probabilities by a weighting factor equal to Cβu (symbol meanings as previously defined) to approximate the fraction of time in which a node has a packet ready for transmission. Then, as follows from equation (9) of [7], we have:







k=|N |







Yj C uj  Cu pt 1 − 1 − k pt  , k ∈ N j p cj = β β k=0,k6=j (5) where Nj is the set of cs-neighbours of node j . Our protocol approximates Nj as j ’s two-hop neighbour set, according to routes in its route cache, therefore the accuracy depends on the cache’s completeness. The 802.11 exponential backoff algorithm doubles w after a collision or after finding the channel busy when attempting to transmit. This then decreases p t leading to a lower collision probability. In (4) a fixed w is considered since its doubling vastly complicates the calculation of pc [7], and this way we consider only the worst case collision probability. 
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Assuming a fixed w implies that pc does not depend on the collision history. Now, the maximum number of time slots per second is T1s and thus the maximum number of collisions per second is Tpcs ; we ignore the fact that collisions cannot occur in consecutive time slots in order to further simplify our calculations. Therefore, a simplified worst-case estimate for the channel capacity wasted by collisions at node i is: pc (6) Ccolli = i Tdc β Ts where Tdc is the channel time consumed by a data collision. Again, the worst case collision is a data packet collision, as opposed to an RTS collision. We explain below how (6) is employed in SAC. C. Application layer We developed an application layer agent for offering throughput-sensitive traffic to the network and for enabling SAC statistics to be collected. This agent defines the notion of a session. Each session is defined by an ID, a starting time, a duration (s), and a throughput requirement (bps). 1) Session admission control : For initialising a new session we define a session request (SREQ) message. This is generated when a new session starts and contains the session’s duration and throughput requirement. The router obtains a route with sufficient achievable throughput, as described in Section III-A, and then the SREQ is propagated along it towards the destination. A session is admitted, and begins generating packets in accordance with the throughput requirement, if the source node receives a session reply (SREP) from the destination, after sending an SREQ. The source periodically repeats the transmission of the SREQ until an SREP is received. If no SREP is received for a “session timeout interval”, the session is deemed blocked. See Section III-C.2 below for definitions of session dropping and completion. As during route discovery, each intermediate node i only forwards the SREQ if it has sufficient local residual channel capacity. However at this stage the check performed is: Cfi − Ccolli ≥ Ci using (2) (now with knowledge of the full route, P ), and (5), (6). Note that at this SAC stage Ccolli is the extra wastage due to collisions that would be caused by the new session. Secondly, the same test must be passed at all of node i’s cs-neighbours as well, to ensure that the new session would not degrade the throughput of existing sessions at those nodes. To implement this, we employ a method similar to CACP-Multihop [5]. The SREQ is cached by i and an admission request (AdReq) is broadcast to csneighbours. These then check that Cf − Ccoll ≥ C and



reply with an admission denied (AdDen) packet, if not. If the requester, i receives an AdDen within a timeout interval it deletes the SREQ, else it propagates it. If an SREQ reaches the destination, and the abovementioned SAC tests are passed, a session reply (SREP) is returned to the requesting (source) node. The destination agent records the start time and begins monitoring throughput when it receives the first data packet. Routes which pass the testing at the RReq stage, but not the SREQ stage, are stored nevertheless, to be used in route maintenance, as described in Section III-A. 2) Session Completion: After a session is admitted, the destination monitors the session’s throughput, which is averaged over several seconds in order to dampen the effect of short-term fluctuations, which a real-life application could cope with through buffering. If this measured throughput is less than the session’s requirement for two consecutive averaging periods, the session is dropped (the source is notified), since its QoS requirements have not been upheld. If a session is not dropped, and its duration expires, it is deemed completed. IV. S IMULATION



MODEL AND



R ESULTS



The popular network simulator version 2 (ns-2) is the simulation platform upon which we developed our QoS routing protocol and application layer model. Our simulations were conducted in the same manner as in many previous works e.g. [8] and results were averaged over five runs with random topologies. Due to lack of space we only summarise our simulation model in terms of the parameters presented in Table I. We compared three versions of the DSR protocol. Our main results are presented in Figures 2-5, where DSR refers to the classic DSR protocol benefiting from no admission control and QoS-DSR refers to our QoS protocol as described in this paper. Finally, QoS-DSRGlobal is an idealistic version of our protocol in which all nodes possess global knowledge of QoS states and node locations. Unfortunately, there is no space for a discussion of our results. We also studied the normalised routing load (NRL), which is the number of routing protocol bytes transmitted, where each hop counts as one transmission, normalised by the number of data bytes delivered to their destination. We report only that QoS-DSR and QoSDSR-Global, suffered on average, six times and three times greater NRL than DSR, respectively, due to the extra SAC packets and QoS updates introduced. V. C ONCLUSIONS In this work, we proposed a QoS routing protocol utilising the dynamic source routing protocol for its basic



Parameter (units)



Value



Simulation area (mxm)



1500x300



Simulation time (s)



900



Number of nodes



50



Mobility model



Random waypoint[8]



Max. node speed (m/s)



20



Propagation model



250



Carrier-sense range (m)



500



Channel Capacity (Mb/s)



2



MAC



802.11 DCF



Num. source nodes



20



Session source rate (kbps)



22.8



Sessions per source



5-30



Data packet size (B)



512



Session duration (s)



30-90



Session start time (s)



0-810



Interface queue size



50



Router send buffer size



64



Send buffer timeout (s)



10



DSR max. salvage attempts



2 disabled
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Fig. 2. Session admission rate (SAR - the fraction of offered sessions that were admitted) vs. offered load 1
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Fig. 3. Session completion rate (SCR - The fraction of admitted sessions that were completed) vs. offered load
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Average end-to-end packet delay vs. offered load
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Transmission range (m)
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TABLE I Simulation parameters employed.



Average end−to−end delay (s)
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b) continuous mobility
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Fig. 4. Packet loss rate (PLR - The fraction of sent data packets not received at their destination) vs. offered load



routing functions. Our protocol performs admission control and throughput-constrained routing in IEEE 802.11 DCF-based MANETs. The novelties of this work include consideration of the channel capacity wasted due to transmission backoff and collisions, when estimating achievable throughput. Secondly, novel use is made of the DSR route cache for maintaining QoS state, aiding recovery from route failures and estimating a node’s contending neighbour set. Finally, we also developed an application layer that allowed us to gather session completion rate statistics with hundreds of data sessions, while previous works [5], [6] simulated relatively few sessions. Simulation results presented in Section IV showed that our QoS state dissemination mechanism is effective since it maintains an overall protocol performance almost on par with an idealistic version of the protocol. Furthermore, by admitting only accomodatable data sessions, and at the cost of an increase in per-delivered-data-byte routing load, our protocol greatly improves the perceived QoS compared to classic non-QoS DSR in terms of session completion rate, packet loss rate and average packet delay, even in highly mobile scenarios. R EFERENCES [1] S. Chakrabarti and A. Mishra, “Quality of service challenges for wireless mobile ad hoc networks,” Wiley J. Wireless Commun. and Mobile Comput., vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 129–153, Mar 2004. [2] D. Kim, “A new mobile environment: Mobile ad hoc networks (MANET),” IEEE Vehic. Tech. Soc. News, pp. 29–35, Aug. 2003. [3] D. Johnson, D. Maltz, and J. Broch, DSR: The Dynamic Source Routing Protocol for Multihop Wireless Ad Hoc Networks in Ad Hoc Networking. Addison-Wesley, 2001, ch. 5, pp. 139–172. [4] IEEE Computer Society, Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer (PHY) Specifications, 1999, ANSI/IEEE Std. 802.11, 1999 Ed. [5] Y. Yang and R. Kravets, “Contention-aware admission control for ad hoc networks,” IEEE Trans. Mobile Comput., vol. 4, no. 4, pp. 363–377, Aug 2005. [6] L. Chen and W. Heinzelman, “QoS-aware routing based on bandwidth estimation for mobile ad hoc networks,” IEEE J. Select. Areas Commun., vol. 23, no. 3, pp. 561–572, Mar. 2005. [7] G. Bianchi, “Performance analysis of the IEEE 802.11 distribued coordination function,” IEEE J. Select. Areas Commun., vol. 18, no. 3, pp. 535–547, Mar. 2000. [8] J. Broch, D. A. Maltz, D. B. Johnson, Y.-C. Hu, and J. Jetcheva, “A performance comparison of multi-hop wireless ad hoc network routing protocols,” in Proc. Int. Conf. on Mobile Computing and Networking, Oct. 1998.
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